SIDE TAPE ROLL
Center the tape roll on drum so tape can be dispensed forward, adhesive side down. (See Figure 2) Pull the lead end of tape forward to the desired length and bring the tape straight down onto the cut-off blade. Pull down and slightly to one side to cut the tape.

LAMINATING TAPE ROLL
Place tape roll onto drum allowing 1/8 – 3/16" space from the frame so the tape can be dispensed forward adhesive side up. Pull 4-6" of tape from the roll around the guide roller and under the rubber retainer. Pull tape lead forward to cut-off blade. (See Figure 2)
OPERATION

LABEL LAMINATING

Place the label face down (printed side against tape adhesive) centered on the tape, allowing 1/2" of exposed tape at the lead end. (See Figure 3) For better-controlled placement where the same size label is used continuously, it is suggested that a label be located on the platform under the tape as a guide.

LABEL DISPENSING

Grip the lead edge of the label and tape and pull straight forward to obtain 1/2" minimum tape length beyond the label. To cut the tape, pull down onto the cut-off blade and slightly to one side. (See Figure 4) The tape and label are now ready for application to the container.

REPLACING THE BLADE

1. Loosen, but do not remove blade clamp screws to remove used blade.

2. Platform Unit – Install replacement blade between platform and front of dispenser with beveled cutting edge toward tape roll.

   Unit – Install replacement blade between blade clamp and front of dispenser with beveled cutting edge toward tape roll.


   CAUTION! Use care when working near the blade, as the blade is sharp.